SNAKEBUSTERS, THE HANDS ON REPTILE SHOW OF CHOICE FOR SCOUTS,
GUIDES AND OTHER OUTDOOR ACTIVITY GROUPS

Snakebusters is a registered and protected trademark.
All rights reserved. Unauthorised use prohibited.

Warning: Children exposed to snakebusters snake/
reptile shows may badger their parents for a pet python or lizard!
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If you go bush with the scouts, bushwalking society or similar, it’s merely a matter of time before you will come
into contact with snakes.
Venomous snakes are one of the better-known hazards of bush-walking and snakebusters can show you how to
deal with the hazard and at the same time learn about these interesting creatures.
In the bush, the best view you may ever get of a snake may be a mere glimpse as it slinks off into the undergrowth,
or at quite a distance due to the obvious risk of a bite.
With a non-Snakebusters reptile show, any view of dangerous species won’t be much better.
Safety considerations normally mandate such a view.
However Snakebusters can bring the best known deadly and not-so-deadly snakes into your scout or other group
like no one else can.
See what the like’s of Tiger Snakes, Browns, Blacks, Copperheads, Taipans and Death Adders are about at really
close quarters and with guaranteed safety.
Only Snakebusters have all the deadly snakes from Victoria and the world’s top five deadliest snakes.
We are alone in that our snakes have had their venom glands surgically removed (venomoid snakes) thereby
removing risks to handlers and viewers alike.
More importantly we’ve removed the need to traumatize the snakes by the inherantly cruel methods of “tailing”,
“necking” or stick handling as would otherwise be seen with deadly snakes.
We send the right message to people, namely that snakes should be treated with respect. Forget the
antiquated fools who still teach that snakes should be whacked with sticks and then wonder why they are so
keen to bite!
The “full-on-hands-on” is the other most noticeable difference between Snakebusters and inferior reptile
“shows”.
A sizeable part of the show, is the “hands on” where the audience gets to hold various harmless snakes, large
lizards, crocodiles, tortoises, etc. By using multiple reptiles at once (something only snakebusters do), the
people are usually able to touch or handle immediately, hence
removing the risk of bored kids and others waiting for their turn.
Expertise? With 4 decades at the leading edge of reptile
science in Australia, no other reptile demonstrator’s can
compete with Snakebusters boss Raymond Hoser, when it
comes to experience. Whether it’s the definitive
books, scientific papers, TV documentaries and the
like, Raymond Hoser’s set the agenda for Australian
reptile science for a lifetime.
Add to that the legendary sense of humor and you’ll
see why Snakebusters dominate the live reptile
demonstration circuit in Australia.
The show usually runs for about an hour, in which the
live reptiles are the main feature.
All scout groups (and others who book) receive free a
copy of the “Hoser Wildlife Collection” CD-Rom which
is valued at $55 and is the reference of choice in terms
of Australian Reptiles and frogs and Endangered
Animals of Australia.
The information on this CD-rom is vast and it enables a
continuation of the reptile experience long after
Snakebusters have left.
Give your Scouts or group the best in Reptiles!
For bookings or other information, phone:
03 9812 3322
or 0412 777 211
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